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GUIDING QUESTIONS
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!
➢  Can experiments on ultracold atoms 
shed light on fundamental physics issues? 

!
➢  Can we use ultracold atoms to do 
something “useful”? 

!
➢ How close to absolute zero can we get? 



Colloquium on advanced cooling techniques
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Outline 
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➢  Bose-Einstein condensation refresher 
!
➢  NASA CAL 

!
➢  Tailored bubbles of quantum gas aboard CAL  

!
➢  Tailored lattices for terrestrial BEC  

!
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BEC

Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics (distinguishable)

Fermi-Dirac statistics

Bose-Einstein statistics

➢

➢

➢

➢ Given some local minimum in potential 
energy, how does a cloud of N atoms in 
equilibrium at temperature T  (of order the 
energy-level spacing but not zero) distribute 
among the energy levels?
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BEC

Fermi-Dirac statistics

Bose-Einstein statistics

➢

➢

➢

➢ Startling pileup in the lowest-energy state at nonzero T!  

Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics

➢ Given some local minimum in potential 
energy, how does a cloud of N atoms in 
equilibrium at temperature T  (of order the 
energy-level spacing but not zero) distribute 
among the energy levels?



20 (or 90) years of BEC
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“I maintain that, in this case, a number of molecules steadily 
growing with increasing density goes over in the first quantum 
state (which has zero kinetic energy) while the remaining 
molecules separate themselves   …   A separation is effected; 
one part ’condenses’, the rest remains a saturated ideal gas.” 



“I maintain that, in this case, a number of molecules steadily 
growing with increasing density goes over in the first quantum 
state (which has zero kinetic energy) while the remaining 
molecules separate themselves   …   
one part 

20 years of BEC
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the density of normal air. Under those conditions, the
formation time of molecules or clusters by three-body
collisions (which is proportional to the inverse density
squared) is stretched to seconds or minutes. Since the
rate of binary elastic collisions drops only proportional
to the density, these collisions are much more frequent.
Therefore thermal equilibrium of the translational de-
gree of freedom of the atomic gas is reached much faster
than chemical equilibrium, and quantum degeneracy can
be achieved in an effectively metastable gas phase. How-
ever, such ultralow density lowers the temperature re-
quirement for quantum degeneracy into the nanokelvin
to microkelvin range.

The achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation re-
quired first the identification of an atomic system which
would stay gaseous all the way to the BEC transition,
and second, the development of cooling and trapping
techniques to reach the required regime of temperature
and density. Even around 1990, it was not certain that
Nature would provide us with such a system. Indeed,
many people doubted that BEC could ever be achieved,
and it was regarded as an elusive goal. Many believed
that pursuing BEC would result in new and interesting
physics, but whenever one would come close, some new
phenomenon or technical limitation would show up. A
news article in 1994 quoted Steve Chu: ‘‘I am betting on
Nature to hide Bose condensation from us. The last 15
years she’s been doing a great job’’ (Taubes, 1994).

In brief, the conditions for BEC in alkali gases are
reached by combining two cooling methods. Laser cool-

ing is used to precool the gas. The principle of laser
cooling is that scattered photons are on average blue-
shifted with respect to the incident laser beam. As a
result, the scattered light carries away more energy than
has been absorbed by the atoms, resulting in net cooling.
Blueshifts are caused by Doppler shifts or ac Stark
shifts. The different laser cooling schemes are described
in the 1997 Nobel lectures in physics (Chu, 1998; Cohen-
Tannoudji, 1998; Phillips, 1998). After the precooling,
the atoms are cold enough to be confined in a magnetic
trap. Wall-free confinement is necessary, otherwise the
atoms would stick to the surface of the container. It is
noteworthy that similar magnetic confinement is also
used for plasmas which are too hot for any material con-
tainer. After magnetically trapping the atoms, forced
evaporative cooling is applied as the second cooling
stage (Masuhara et al., 1988; Ketterle and van Druten,
1996; Walraven, 1996). In this scheme, the trap depth is
reduced, allowing the most energetic atoms to escape
while the remainder rethermalize at steadily lower tem-
peratures. Most BEC experiments reach quantum de-
generacy between 500 nK and 2 !K, at densities be-
tween 1014 and 1015 cm!3. The largest condensates are
of 100 million atoms for sodium, and a billion for hydro-
gen; the smallest are just a few hundred atoms. Depend-
ing on the magnetic trap, the shape of the condensate is
either approximately round, with a diameter of 10–50
!m, or cigar-shaped with about 15 !m in diameter and
300 !m in length. The full cooling cycle that produces a
condensate may take from a few seconds to as long as
several minutes.

After this short overview, I want to provide the his-
torical context for the search for BEC and then describe
the developments which led to the observation of BEC
in sodium at MIT. Finally, some examples will illustrate
the novel physics which has been explored using Bose-
Einstein condensates. A more detailed account of the
work of my group has been presented in four compre-
hensive review papers (Ketterle and van Druten, 1996;
Ketterle et al., 1999; Ketterle and Inouye, 2001;
Stamper-Kurn and Ketterle, 2001).

II. BEC AND CONDENSED-MATTER PHYSICS

Bose-Einstein condensation is one of the most intrigu-
ing phenomena predicted by quantum statistical me-
chanics. The history of the theory of BEC is very inter-
esting, and is nicely described in the biographies of
Einstein (Pais, 1982) and London (Gavroglu, 1995) and
reviewed by Griffin (1999). For instance, Einstein made
his predictions before quantum theory had been fully
developed, and before the differences between bosons
and fermions had been revealed (Einstein, 1925a). After
Einstein, important contributions were made by, most
notably, London, Landau, Tisza, Bogoliubov, Penrose,
Onsager, Feynman, Lee, Yang, Huang, Beliaev, and Pi-
taevskii. An important issue has always been the rela-
tionship between BEC and superfluidity in liquid he-
lium, an issue that was highly controversial between
London and Landau (see Gavroglu, 1995). Works by
Bogoliubov, Beliaev, Griffin, and others showed that

FIG. 2. Criterion for Bose-Einstein condensation. At high
temperatures, a weakly interacting gas can be treated as a sys-
tem of ‘‘billiard balls.’’ In a simplified quantum description, the
atoms can be regarded as wave packets with an extension of
their de Broglie wavelength "dB . At the BEC transition tem-
perature, "dB becomes comparable to the distance between
atoms, and a Bose condensate forms. As the temperature ap-
proaches zero, the thermal cloud disappears, leaving a pure
Bose condensate.

1132 Wolfgang Ketterle: When atoms behave as waves

Rev. Mod. Phys., Vol. 74, No. 4, October 2002

MIT/Ketterle



20 years of BEC
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JILA 1995

MPQ

JPL 2005

MIT 1995 sodium; also 1998 hydrogen

(Other early BEC: Rice 1995, Texas 1997, Rowland 1997, 
Stanford 1997, Konstanz 1997, MPQ 1998, NIST 1998…)



Early growth of a field
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➢  ~30 ultracold labs in 2001, ~150 today?  
!
➢ 1999: first degenerate Fermi gas (DFG) 

!
➢ 1998-2002: early development of BECs in 
periodic potentials (“optical lattices”) 

!
➢ 2002: observation of Mott-insulator/superfluid 
transition of a BEC in an optical lattice  

!
➢ ultracold molecules at various stages… 



➢  Source: alkali (among many more now) vapors or beams 
!
➢  Laser cooling to roughly sub-mK temps 
!

➢  Transfer to conservative trap:                                               
optical or magnetic  
!

➢  Evaporative cooling to nK regime 
!

➢  Lower T… weaker trap?   Collision rate limits equilibration  
(as does background vacuum pressure)     

Making BECs & terrestrial limitations
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!
!
➢ m g / k  (Rb)  =  0.1 mK / mm

➢➢➢

(dumping)
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!
!
➢ m g / k  (Rb)  =  0.1 mK / mm

➢➢➢

(trap sag)



Outline 
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➢  Bose-Einstein condensation 
!
➢  NASA CAL 

!
➢  Tailored bubbles of quantum gas aboard CAL  

!
➢  Tailored lattices for terrestrial BEC  



BEC physics in microgravity

➢ NASA CAL: BEC machine in (extended, orbital) microgravity.  
        
What does freefall give us?   

➢ Very weak traps without sag or dumping   

➢ Very long interrogation times of released clouds 
   (opportunity for attempts at pK temperatures)   

➢ Symmetry: no more mgz preferential direction!  
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CAL mission architecture
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Image courtesy NASA/JPL

 Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate:  
Space Life and Physical Sciences Division:  

Physical Science Research Program 
NRA: Research Opportunities in Fundamental Physics



Pressurized cargo vehicle aboard Dragon
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EXPRESS rack
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CAL in rack / Science Module
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CAL in rack / Science Module
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BEC as user facility? 
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➢  Single-mode fiber coupling 
!
➢  Polarization control 

!
➢  Optical alignment in general 

!
➢  Laser or atomic source replacement?  



Turn-key BEC system?
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NASA CAL science projects
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➢ "Coherent magnon optics” 
!
➢ "Atom interferometry with quantum gases in microgravity” 
!
➢ "Zero-g Studies of few-body and many-body physics” 
!
➢ "Microgravity dynamics of bubble-geometry BEC” 
!
➢ "High-precision microwave spectroscopy of long-lived circular-state 

Rydberg atoms in microgravity” 
!

➢ "Consortium for Ultracold Atoms in Space” 
!

➢ "Development of Atom Interferometry Experiments for ISS CAL"
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Atom interferometry
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➢ NIST F1 time standard (Cs fountain) 
!
➢  Evolution time limited by gravity 

!
➢  Can do interferometry with BECs… 

Kasevich 2008

NIST

MIT



Delta-kicked cooling
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➢➢➢

release

➢➢➢

brief “kick”

~nK

~pK!

Myrskog 2000

time



Outline 
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➢  Bose-Einstein condensation 
!
➢  NASA CAL 

!
➢  Tailored bubbles of quantum gas aboard CAL  

!
➢  Tailored lattices for terrestrial BEC  



New BEC geometries
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➢ History of the field has been an exploration of geometry, 
dimensionality and topology.  1D condensates, 2D condensates 
(BKT physics), toroidal condensates, box condensates, double-wells.   

➢ Proposal: a bubble-geometry BEC system: 
i.e. local minimum of a potential at nonzero 
radial position (spherical or elliptical)   

➢ Features: boundary-free system, new kinds of 
collective excitations, possibly interesting vortex 
behavior, expansion dynamics, 1D/2D crossover, 
neat dynamical engineering of potentials…   



Technique
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m = +1

m = -1

U(x)

➢ Take levels with opposite potential curvature 
and apply some external coupling Ω (perhaps rf 
or microwave for ground-state Zeeman sublevels) 

coupling field Ω

bare potentials adiabatic (“dressed”) potentials

gap ~ Ω

➢ Lower adiabatic potential used for 
evaporative cooling: upper one less used 
!
➢ theory straightforward…move to rotating 
frame w/ RWA, get the coupled/dressed/
adiabatic potentials with LZ gap ~ Ω 
!
➢ spatially-dependent spin superposition



Radiofrequency dressing
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Position

En
er
gy

detuning

coupling

➢ Dressed gap increases with coupling, 
suppressing nonadiabatic losses 
 
➢ Bubble radius increases with detuning 
 
➢ Shell trap-frequency (controlling 1D vs 
2D bubble) decreases with coupling 

➢ Slice through 3D bubble potential

bubble radius

shell oscillation



Why not terrestrial bubbles?
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Colombe….Perrin, Europhys. Lett. 67 593 (2004)

➢ “2D” slice with tilt: depending on 
bubble radius, BEC won’t live on shell

➢ Significant work done by Perrin group (Paris), 
Demarco (UIUC) creating 2D condensate held 
by gravity at bottom of a bubble potential.   Also 
Foot (Oxford) similar work in a TAAP

➢ In this case folks deliberately use gravity: we are 
seeking to complete this shell/bubble! 

White….DeMarco, PRA 74 023616 (2006)

➢ Can maybe play with very strong traps, also 
light-shift gradient compensation: tough!



Possible observations

Δ"

R0(t)!R0!

Δ(t)"

➢ “Accordion” mode, “balloon” mode oscillations 
(match up w/ theory over parameter space)

➢ “Collapse” of shell in time-of-flight

0
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0
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Lannert….Vishveshwara, PRA 75, 013611 (2007)

Lannert  et al. unpublished

➢ 2D-3D crossover (thick/thin shell)?

➢ Vortex dynamics on curved surface  
and on unbounded simply-connected 
surface (possibly more interesting on 
ellipsoidal shell- nonconstant curvature) 
!
(vortices are repelled from regions of positive 
curvature and attracted to regions of negative 
curvature, independent of direction of circulation) 



Challenges!
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➢ Aspect ratio & geometry ➢ Uniformity?

➢ Heating?

➢ Adiabaticity?

Rabi frequency of rf coupling needs to be 
10s of kHz otherwise system will just decay to 
lowest adiabatic potential (Landau-Zener 
problem, or Born-Oppenheimer failure)

Dressing needs to be very low-noise: phase-
coherent sweeping, very stable trap…

Morizot….Perrin, Europhys. Lett. 47 209 (2008)

Spherical likely impossible, but 2:1, 3:1…   
shouldn’t affect physics too much as long as  
initial condensate isn’t effective 1D (although 
worth exploring anyway)

-0.0002 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002

-0.0002

-0.0001

0.0000

0.0001

0.0002

few nK shift, compare 
to chem. potential

Cause: wandering of angle of trap bias field…



Next steps
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➢ Bates & JPL: building Bates-local mockup of CAL-
chip BEC machine, study dressing process on 
machines as close to flight hardware as possible 
!
➢ Focus on: adiabaticity, trap uniformity, heating 
and frequency stability, LZ losses, diagnostics & 
imaging, BEC thermometry, Ω calibration…  
!
➢ Theory work- excitations, dimensionality, trap 
shape and confinement, vortices, uniformity and 
chemical potential issues 
!
➢ Development of dressed-state intuition with 
primary Bates BEC machine.    
!
➢ Direct tests of current terrestrial sagged-bubble 
ideas and theory

ColdQuanta, Inc



Outline 
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➢  Bose-Einstein condensation 
!
➢  NASA CAL 

!
➢  Tailored bubbles of quantum gas aboard CAL  

!
➢  Tailored lattices for terrestrial BEC 



T ≈1800 nK, N ≈ 3×106 T ≈ 400 nK, N ≈ 1×106 T < 100 nK, N BEC ≈ 2×105

➢ Solid-state analogues with BECs loaded into 
nonstandard optical lattices

➢ BEC machine: hybrid magnetic/optical 
trap: exploit trap volume & ease of magnetic 
trap and stable/spinor nature of optical trap 

gravity

B’ = 200 G/cm

B’ = 150 G/cm

B’ = 30.5 G/cm

U(z)
Zeeman slower

UHV cell (pre-envelopment)

field zero; losses at low T

BEC research at Bates



Using a BEC to simulate solid-state physics

Now what to do?    Take the BEC and raise up a periodic potential!

ANALOGOUS to electrons moving in the crystal lattice of a solid

➣

x

V (x)

x

V (x)

x

V (x)

➨

➣ NEED BEC: these sine potentials are weak, also want ground state

➣ can perform quantum simulation of particles in a crystal lattice



Optical lattice menagerie 

➣  Solid-state simulation, arrays of neutral-atom qubits, dimensionality…



LIGHT FORCES

laser light

focused laser beams ,  
RED or BLUE of resonance 

(aα <  0, aα >  0)

d = �E

U(r)

direction of  
propagation

position position

+ + 
+ +

− − 
− −

intensity~E2

aα <  0

atomic polarizability: aα(lλ)

U(r) = �hd ·Ei / �↵|E(r)|2

d

E



OPTICAL LATTICES

I(x) ⇥ (E1 + E2) · (E�1 + E�2 ) = I1 + I2 + 2
�

I1I2 cos(
2⇥x

�/2
)

Any intensity pattern yields a potential energy surface

x

E1 E2

position

λ/2 Potential 
Intensity



OPTICAL LATTICES

I(x) ⇥ (E1 + E2) · (E�1 + E�2 ) = I1 + I2 + 2
�

I1I2 cos(
2⇥x

�/2
)

E1 E2

Red detuning  !attractive "
Blue detuning !repulsive"

Optical standing wave"

red-detuned:

blue-detuned:

Any intensity pattern yields a potential energy surface



OPTICAL LATTICES

2 beams: pile of wells  
atoms form quasi-2D traps

4 beams: bundle of  
long, skinny wells 

 atoms form quasi-1D systems

6 beams: complete 
3D lattice: simple cubic 

“optical crystal”  
(minima every half-

wavelength)

� � + �

Detuning beams  

 atoms average over high 

frequency interference terms 
 independent (non-interfering) 

lattices 

1D

2D

3D



Radiofrequency dressing
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➢ (Very) spin-dependent 1D optical lattice for 87Rb 

lλ/2

position

coupling field Ω

➢ Circularly-polarized lattice beams at 790.06 nm 
(tune-out wavelength) between D1 and D2



Radiofrequency dressing
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➢ (Very) spin-dependent 1D optical lattice for 87Rb 

➢ dressed picture, with upper and 
lower adiabatic potentials

➢ which “bare” (lab-basis) spin state 
you’re in depends on where you are...

lλ/4

lλ/2

position

coupling field Ω

➢ real-time alteration of lattice properties 
(periodicity, tunnelling, interaction, etc.)

➢ Circularly-polarized lattice beams at 790.06 nm 
(tune-out wavelength) between D1 and D2

gap ~ Ω



Radiofrequency dressing
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a dressed lattices

Ω, ℏω

dressed traps

U(x,m) U(x,m)U*(x,m)

U*(x,m)Ω, ℏωenergy

“bare”optical potential for m = -1

coupling



1D momentum-space data
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2~k

➢ ramp up lattice, turn on rf off-resonance, 
ramp B-field over few ms to dress the system 
!

➢bare lattice 
(orders spaced at twice 
lattice photon momentum)
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Momentum-space distortion signature

20 energy
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typical data “near” sweet spot

variance from residual COM 
motion in trap.➢ Moan, Ansari, Guo, Lundblad: Phys. Rev. A (2014) “Observations of 

λ/4 structure in a low-loss radio-frequency-dressed optical lattice” 



Nonadiabatic losses

observed loss model scalingphoton scatt.

gap Ω*

4ℏk

4ℏk
4ℏk4 6 8 10 1225

102050100

loss rat
e (s-¹)

coupling parameter Ω*/ω*

bare

dressed wavefunctions
upper adiabatic pot’l

lower adiabatic pot’l

“LZ” loss to high-
momentum states 
of lower potentials

➢ These aren’t an issue at all for realistic parameters in magnetic 
traps (external or on-chip); nm length scale fuels the loss.  
!
➢ Limiting factor in proof-of-principle 2D-lattice work at NIST in 2007 
!



Nonadiabatic losses
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observed loss model scalingphoton scatt.

gap Ω*

4ℏk
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observed loss model scalingphoton scatt.
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loss rat
e (s-¹)

coupling parameter Ω*/ω*

lossy, SG

stable

lossy



RF dressed lattices
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Next…2D?



54

Next…2D?



Takeaways
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➢ NASA CAL: BEC machine in (extended, orbital) microgravity.  
        
!
➢ Can tailor geometries for BEC with a diverse toolbox 
!
!
➢ Can tailor geometries for BEC with optical-lattice interference 
and rf-dressing techniques.   
!
➢ Can do BEC physics at an undergraduate institution! 

➢ Quantum gases: almost twenty years of insights into quantum 
mechanics (single-particle and many-body), statistical physics & 
thermodynamics, precision measurements…
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Effects of coupling strength
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Ω, ℏω
energy

M/4 M/20 M/4 M/20 M/4 M/20

energy

increasing coupling strength Ω

Ω, ℏω
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increasing coupling strength
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